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Objectives

• Discover OTAN Resources
• Experience Students Succeed stories
• Explore Teaching with Technology
• Identify resources on the OTAN website for ESL / EL Civics / Citizenship programs
• Navigate Online Lesson Plan Builder
• Locate Web based resources (including adultedcourses.org)
• Understand Professional Development Opportunities (f2f, online, DLAC 2018)
About OTAN
STUDENTS SUCCEED
adultedlearners.org

- Show others what learners in adult education have achieved - provide inspiration and motivation for current students
- Nominate a student (WIA/WIOA funded sites only)
- Ongoing application process - recipients notified in May 2018
How Teachers and Schools Can Help When Bad Stuff Happens

The following is an excerpt from the article. The full version can be accessed here.

Joy Osofsky, professor of pediatrics and psychiatry at Louisiana State University: "I would recommend that they address issues from the beginning. Talk to the students about: You know, we've all been through a difficult experience. I know that some of you may have lost your home. Some of you been in a shelter and been in very unusual circumstances.

And we're here to be supportive of you and understand the kinds of things that you've gone through. And we're going to work to establish the routines in school that you're used to, which we know is very important in adapting to the new situation. But we also want you to know that we're available to listen to you if that would be helpful."

Belva Parrish, school counselor at Woodrow Wilson Montessori School in Houston: "Trauma stems from not having any control of your situation. ... Banding together, being a place where students feel safe and they know they have a voice to be heard, will go a long way towards helping them."
Jeffrey George
Sonoma County Library’s Adult Literacy Program
TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY

Teaching Tools & Resources | Teaching with Technology

SELECT Program
- ABE
- ESL
- ASE Prep
- ASE Diploma
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Resource(s) found: 87

50 Stimulating Classroom Starters
The link here is to a 34-page PDF document that has a variety of activities. The here are 50 different activities that could be.

Keywords: 50 classroom starter activities, 50 classroom starters, 50 stimulating classroom activities, 50 warm-up activities, activities, bingo,...

A Civil Rights Leader Presentation
In this activity, students use the Internet to gather information and take notes for a presentation about a civil rights leader. Students work individually or in groups.

Keywords: Biography.com, Internet, Jr., MLK, Martin Luther King, Martin Luther King, Jr., PowerPoint, Wikipedia, biography, civil, civil rights, leader, note-taking, notes, oral,...

Adobe Voice: Structured Retail and Summary Writing (Mobile App)
Teachers and/or students use the app to create a digital version of a story. Students listen and watch the digital story and retell it in written form.

Keywords: Adobe Voice, app, digital stories, digital storytelling, iPad, listening, mobile app, paragraph, paraphrase, retelling, speaking, storytelling, structured retail, summarises,...

Audacity or Sound Recorder: Dictations
Use the free audio editing software Audacity or the Sound Recorder available on Windows operating systems to make audio recordings for dictation exercises that students can listen to later.

Keywords: Audacity, Citizenship, audio, close, dictation, file, interview, listening, listening close, paragraph, phonemes, pronunciation, questions, sentences, sound, sound recorder, transcribing, transcription,...

http://www.otan.us
Lesson Plan for ESL

- Path: OTAN HOME >> TEACHING TOOLS & RESOURCES >> By Program Type >> ESL/Cit/EL Civ >> LP - CA Adult Ed >> ESL >> Consumer Econ
- Banking-Finding Banks, Checking, Savings, Investing, IL-A (COAAP 1.6)

Create and print lessons plans
(\textit{WIPPEA} format)
Online articles written by teachers on how they use online resources in their teaching.

New activities are posted monthly and may include resources, instructions, and/or links to other sites.

All activities are archived by subject area.
Option 1
- Use already developed courses
- OTAN hired subject matter experts to create courses = 300+ hours of development time
- Edit and customize for your learners
- Incorporate online with classroom instruction = blended learning
- Request courses

Option 2
- Create your own course
- Total customization
- Add any type of file to share
- Create and administer assignments, quizzes, forums and more
- Request empty course shells
ONLINE COURSES

- Advanced ESL
- EL Civics: 1, 12, 13, 14, 16, 24, 28, 33, 46
- Writing Pathways to Career Success
- NROC Developmental English
- College Transition and Career Development
TRAINING: Face to Face and Online

OTAN works with AEBG-TAP to also provide training to Consortia. Face-to-Face workshops are usually 3 hours in length.

Online workshops (webinars) are about 1 - 1.5 hours.

All workshops have “hands on” activities and modeling.

Workshops are free!

OTAN REQUEST: Support@otan.us

AEBG-TAP REQUEST FORM: aebg.cccco.edu/ContactUs/Support
Workshop List: Online and F2F

photos from Technology and Distance Learning Symposium 2015
PD: Technology and Distance Learning Symposium (March 9-10, 2018 / Napa)
PD - Digital Leadership Academy

photos from Digital Leadership Academy meeting in October 2016
Visit the OTAN booth - 203
Pop Quiz

- Kahoot
  a. Formative and summative assessment
  b. Learn how - OTAN Web based activity

Quiz Time!
1. Go to Kahoot.it
2. Select play option
3. Type in Game PIN
4. Provide your nickname
5. Answer questions about OTAN
6. Win a prize
Questions about OTAN training or resources?

Email - Support@otan.us
Call - (916) 228-2580
Thank you!